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N73RM133v4.0850Download. . .Everything You Need To Know About Winning In
A Broken System 7 Beacons of Strength in my life on June 17th that I Learned from
Investing in The Stock Market Written by Tyler Testa on June 17, 2019 Last Week I

started reflecting on the times I have lost and won in the stock market. It was
probably my most successful week in all the years I have been trading. I figured I’d
give an overview of all the key takeaways I had for trading that week. 1. Have Self-

Discipline My biggest weakness of all time is having discipline to stick to my
“strategy” of what I know is a winning one. That’s what that pullback area is. I’ve

been badly burnt by myself allowing the market to dictate where I am in a position
and then getting in after a pullback only to have it pull back even more. Not this

time! I am going to make sure that I am never on that fall camp again! 2. Learn To
Stop Hitting Your Head Against The Wall I have written an entire strategy of this
before but I am going to reiterate: If you have money that you can’t afford to lose,

then you shouldn’t have money to begin with! I consider this to be one of the biggest
lessons I have learned from investing. Do you really believe that your boss is going

to put a gold minisaur in your office and he’s going to cut your paychecks every
week and not allow you to take a single cent from you account? Then I don’t think

you know how the stock market works and you should reconsider how much money
you think you can lose. Investor emotion and greed is a huge problem, so is investor
fear and addiction. I am definitely no hero out there. I’ve been a bad investor, a bad

trader, and have blown off some opportunities that were there all the time. I’m
human. I’ll admit it. 3. Ask Yourself If You Are Going To Get Star Wars’ Luke To
Join You I’ve said this before but it’s worth repeating. I’m a small-time investor in a

small-time game. I have a lot of money but it’s not a lot of money.
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